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Johnny go lately?
Mens hoops player says
he's leaving Eastern.

Partly cloudy today
with a high of45.

Friday, March 31, 1995
£aatem IWnols UflMorsttY
Charleston. JU. 61920
VoL80.No.
.

Diversity tops
forum agenda
By CHAD GALLAGHER
Admlnlstratlon editor

JOHN COX/ Photo editor

Cardboard kingdom
Annie White, {left}, a sophomore home economics mqjor; Terri Vegilla. a speech communication major and President of the Eastern Chapter of Habitat for Humanity; and Jolene
Scheier, a junior home economics mqjor; try to keep warm ifl their cardboard Shantytown
Thursday momtng in the Library Quad.

What fax?
Liquor board says Panther's appeal never arrived
license Feb. 13 following his alleged ninth,
10th and 11th liquor violations in one year.
Donoval said a call from Cougill objecting
Greg Bonelli, attorney for Mike Bickers, to the appeal had originally led the liquor
said Thursday he was unaware that the State commission to believe they had received the
Liquor Control Commission decided this appeal request on March 10.
week against hearing the appeal of Panther's
However, the commission ruled the request
Lounge's liquor license revocation.
would not be accepted because it was filed
Jim Donoval, head counsel for the liquor past the appeal deadline.
commission, said the request was denied
By liquor commission regulations, an
Monday because he never received copy of appeal must be filed within 20 days of the
Bickers' appeal.
effective revocation date. Bickers' deadline
"(Bonelli) said he faxed it over to (the com- was March 5, but the request was faxed
mission's office)," Donoval said. "No one here sometime after March 9, City Attorney Brian
remembers it coming in."
Bower said.
Bonelli claims he filed an appeal to the
Despite the commission's denial for hearliquor commission, asking that the revocation ing the appeal, Bonelli said he will continue
of Bickers' liquor license be reviewed. The with the appeal process.
liquor commission notified Charleston offi- "I expect Mr. Bickers to persist in the
cials March 20 that they had accepted the appeal process," Bonelli said. "He will pursue
appeal.
Mayor Dan Cougill revoked Bickers' liquor .
" See FAX Page lA

&BRIAN HUCHEL
editor

a

Questions, complaints and
compliments concerning
planned campus changes
highlighted Eastern President David Jorns' second
brown bag lunch and town
meeting Tb ursday in the
Rathskeller balcony of the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Jorns held the second in a
series of three town meetings
designed to hear concerns by
faculty, staff and community
members.
The 25 people who attended the forum presented Jorns
with issues ranging from the
new parking lots scheduled
to be built on the corner of
Ninth and Hayes streets to
ethnic diversity at Eastern.
Fred Yaffe, chairman of
the psychology department,
asked Jorns for remedies
concerning the funding needed to attract more minorities
in the psychology department.
"I suffer and the department suffers from the lack of
diversity (in the psychology
department)," Yaffe said. "We

''Weare
as
white as

Butternut
bread."

-Fred Yaffe
chair, psychology department
are as white as Butternut
bread."
Jorns said steps are being
taken to free some funds
from the Council on University Planning and Budget
to recruit minorities to the
psychology department.
Jorns added that he is reluctant to add new positions,
however.
Betty Winnett, of 1906 S.
10th St., said she is concerned that dust coming from
the building of one of the
new gravel lots on the corner
of Ninth and Hayes streets
will be a problem in her
neighborhood.
"Why don't you blacktop
both lots?" Winnett asked

t See DIVERSITY Page lA

Greek sing Sunday
By AMY DAVIS
Staff Writer

With 1500 singers and a
packed gymnasium, the
Greek Sing is the most popular event during Greek
Week, said Kristie Kahles,
Greek Sing co-chair.
The 44th annual Greek
Sing, scheduled for 1 p.m. on
Sunday, April 2 in McAfee
Gymnasium, kicks off the
Greek Games. Admission is
$5 for the general public and
$3 for students with IDs.
The Sing is the largest
annual choral competition in
the Midwest.

Greek Week is an annual
event designed to bring
sororities and fraternities
together through athletic
and academic competitions.
Many find the Greek Sing
the most enjoyable part of
Greek Week, said Norma
Taylor, secretary for Greek
• See GREEK Page lA

Court rules 'Don't ask, don't tell' unconstitutional
NEW YORK (AP) - A federal judge
ruled Thursday against the Clinton
administration's controversial "don't
ask, don't tell" policy on gays in the
military, saying it was discriminatory
and violated free speech rights.
U.S. District Judge Eugene
Nickerson issued his ruling on a suit
brought by six homosexual U.S. service
members who challenged the policy,
which calls for the honorable discharge
of service members who go public with
their homosexuality.
"The policy of the act is not only

inherently deceptive, it also offers poy1erful inducements to homosexuals to
lie," he said in a 39-page ruling issued
in Brooklyn federal court.
Prior to the ruling, lawyers for both
sides indicated they expected the case
to be appealed, possibly all the way to
the U.S. Supreme Court.
Discharge proceedings are under
way against three of the plaintiffs. All
six remain on active duty.
Nickerson said that even if the government intended that the law "prevent the commission of prohibited 'acts'

or appease heterosexual prejudices," it
had failed to make its case.
A key government argument was
that the presence of homosexuals
would damage "unit cohesion" and
undermine the military's mission.
"Even if defendants do believe that
heterosexual service members will be
so upset by a co-worker's mere statement of homosexuality as not to work
cooperatively in the unit, such a belief
does not justify a discriminatory policy," he said.
Nickerson, appoil:\ted to the federal

bench by former President Jimmy
Carter in 1977, heard three days of
arguments on the issue this month.
Congress adopted the so-called "don't
ask, don't tell" rule in 1993. It allows
gay men and women to serve in the
military as long as their sexual orientation is not publicly known.
An estimated 200 service members
have been discharged under the policy
or are awaiting decisions. President
Clinton, who made gays in the milit.ary
a campaign issue in 1992, has said he
thinks the policy is working.
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FROM PAGE IA
Jorns. "The gravel lot will
make a lot of dust in my
house."

Winnett's home is located
between the two lots scheduled to be constructed
to
add parking space to the
Buzzard Building.

"Nobody wants to be
between two parking lots,"
Winnett said.
Jorns said he doesn't believe
that dust will be a problem,
but told Winnett to inform the
university if it does.
"We want to do what we can
to make you happy," Jorns told
Winnett.
Other issues addressed at
the meeting include:

• the relationship between
Jorns and the Foundation,
Eastem's multi-million dollar
fundraising arm. Jorns said
time should heal any wounds
that have developed because of
rumors and miseonceptions.
Some Foundation members
said they are unhappy with
Jorns' plan to restructure
administrative responsibilities
in the university.
• concerns regarding the
understaffed Physical Plant
Department. Jorns said he will
be looking into the situation
and actions will be taken to
free funds to maintain a
strong Physical Plant staf£
Jorns said a third town
meeting is slated for April 27.

Fax _ _ _ _ __
., From Page lA

all remedies in the matter."
Bonelli said he hasn't
made specific plans for the
next step in the case.
One possibility for Bickers
is to take his case to the
Coles County Circuit Court,
Bower said.
"The court will decide
whether or not the commission was appropriate in dismissing the appeal," Bower
said.
Bickers was unavailable to

comment on the matter
Thursday.
In addition to Bickers'
appeal being denied, he was
also arrested at 11 p.m.
Wednesday at Capone's,
1000 18th St., on the
charges of allowing public
consumption in establishment.
The charge, which prohibits establishments without a liquor license to allow
alcohol consumption, is punishable by no more than a
$500 fin~, Bower said.

Greek _ _ _ _ __
• From Page lA

Affairs.
"It's really amazing to see
the students on stage
singing, knowing that their
performance was coordinated by a member of their
chapter," Taylor said. "They
make a very nice impression
and do a great job."
Kahles said all eight of
the sor?~ties and 12 of t~e
fraternities at Eastern will
perform. Ninety percent of
~a~tern'~ 1800 Greeks p_ar-:
tic1pate m the Greek Smg
competition, Kahles said.
"So many greeks perform
because it's so much fun,"
Kahles said. "It's good public
relations, good community
relations and everyone has a
great time."
Greek chapters that participate choose the choral

Communication key to health
"Information for health communication is
found through a great deal of research."
In one overhead projection model Kreps
Gary Kreps, professor of communication called "The Wheel," the spokes of the wheel
studies at Northern Illinois University, stressed represented the providers and the wheel's hub
the importance of communication among represented the consumer. According to Kreps,
providers and consumers in the field of health the model illustrated how the health care syscare at a presentation given Thursday night.
tem needs to rotate and focus around the conKreps spoke to an audience of nearly 100 sumer.
students and staff at 5 p.m. in Room 017 last
"Health care should be centered around the
night in Lumpkin Hall.
individual," Kreps said.
"Communication is the essence of health proKreps said the current structure of the
motion," Kreps said.
health care system is not keyed toward the conHe added that health communication is sumer as it should be.
essential to the future success and efficiency of
Following Kreps' presentation, audience
members presented him with questions conthe health care field.
"Information is the most important ingredi- cerning the affordability of health care for the
ent in health communication," Kreps said. poor.

By JOANNE CLARK
Staff Wrtter

Diversity
t From Page lA
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selection .t hey will perform
and can participate in either
a formal or informal competition. The competition is
then divided into men's and
women's categories.
The formal competition
has strict rules on dress and
performances, Kahles said,
while students competing in
the informal competition
can use humor in their
pieces.
The winners are decided
- by a panel of judges who are
not Eastern faculty to prevent biases Kahles said.
Winners 'are announced at
the end of the competition
said Taylor. Prizes includ~
trophies and plaques.
Last year in the formal
competition, Delta Zeta won
the women's division and
Sigma Phi Epsilon won the
men's division.

Outdoor gear store opening soon
By BRIAN HUCHEL
City editor

A new Charleston bicycle
shop offering everything from
outdoor gear to bicycle repairs
will open within two weeks.
Owner Ed Thomas, 24, will
officially open Bike & Hike,
217 Lincoln Ave., April 10.
"We're going to have bicycles, outdoor gear and clothing, in-line skates and climbing gear," Thomas said. "We
will offer GT and Cannondale.
There is no dealer for those
bicycles nearby."
Outdoor gear for hiking
and rock climbing will also be

available in the store.
"Sport climbing is one of
the fastest growing sports,"
Thomas said. "A lot of guys
and girls go to Southern
Illinois to climb."
Thomas said he has
enjoyed biking and the outdoors ever since he was a
child.
"I've been riding seriously
since I was a kid," said
Thomas, who is also an
Eastern speech communications graduate student. "Even
when I was a kid, I wanted to
open a bike shop."
The store is located close to
campus to serve the students

as best as possible, he said.
"It was tough to find a location," Thomas said. "I originally was going to open the
shop on the Square, but I
decided I wanted to be closer
to the students."
Thomas said his bicycles
will assist students with
transportation to Eastern and
around campus without having to deal with the university's parking problems.
"My wife and I are fond of
Charleston," Thomas said. "I
feel the students are really
important to us and I'd like to
give to them something they
want and need."-
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derson to focus on use
$8~~ax
of organizational funds

Large 1 Item Pizza & Free Qt. of Coke

lditor's Note: This is part of
a aeries profiling the candiJlates rurining for executive
sitions in the upcoming
ril 19 Student Government
By TRACY RULE
and SCOTT BOEHMER

l!lhmters
Vice President for Financial
Affairs candidate Brian
flnderson said he hopes to
give more freedom to student
kganizations to utilize fundwhich they are allocated.
Anderson, a junior account-

ing major
f r o m
Jerseyville,
is one of two
candidates
vying for the
vice presidential position in the
upcoming
Brixm A nders-on April
19
Student
Government
Elections.
Anderson is running as part
of the Empowerment Party
ticket.
The position is an executive
position and carries with it a

tuition waiver for the length
of the term.
Anderson said he would
like to see organizations have

Not valid with any other offer We no~ accept
Open Daily 4 pm - 1 am
Credit Ca~s
'til 2 am on Weekends
on delivenes

345-3400
Expires 5/5/95

the authority to use allocated ~~~~!i~!'i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
money however they see fit, i.
rather than being required to
gain approval for all expenditures by the Apportionment
Board.
Anderson said he feels the
Come to Friend*s & Co.
amount of funds organizations
& The Dungeon for the best
are being given by the AB is
adequate; however, he also
local & national live niusic·
said the AB should be able to
acoustic, jazz, folk, blues, and punkgo into their reserve account if
Soinetiines free- soinethnes loudnecessary to increase an orgaalways hip
nization's budget.
=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~F:a:n:tll

This Weekend at

Hermann: Submit budgets later
Editor's note: This is part of a series profiling
the candidates running for executive positions
in the upcoming April 19 Student Government
Elections.

No Coupon - Just Ask

FREE DELIVERY

has to allocate, said
Hermann, who is a member
of the Your Vision Party.
Despite the reasonable
requests from the board, he
said it's "not possible to fund
every (organization) entirely."
Hermann would also like
to allow additional allocation requests to be heard
earlier in the year.
Hermann, who has served on AB for three
semesters, said he thinks some of the money in
the AB's reserve account should be put to use.
However, he said he thinks it should be maintained at $120,000.
"You've got to find a happy medium,"
Hermann said, adding that the account should
be available for more expensive events such as
the Bill Cosby performance for 1993 Parent's
Weekend.

By SCOTT BOEHMER
!Wdent government editor

Vice President for Academic Affairs candidate Matt Hermann said if elected he hopes to
make the Apportionment Board more efficient
by not forcing student organization boards to
submit their budgets as early as they currently
do.
Hermann, a sophomore education major
from Charleston, said boards are forced to plan
their budget requests about 16 months in
advance. He said the time period is too premature for organizations to realistically figure out
their budgets.
·
The budget requests are also typically
$80,000 to $90,000 over the amount the AB

Cj~2-21<

W221< '95
44th t11111ual Cjuek Sl11~
Sunday, April 2nd
1:OOpm McAfee Gym
$5 General Public I $3 Students
The Gods Must Be Grazy

Rosie's Restaurant 50 Different Burgers made to perfection
ALSO: Chicken Wings - Pasta - Spirits

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
MINORITY INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

... -·
I

I

®!!!!\~~~

•Gain Administrative/Management
experience and 12 hours of
academic credit

3 West Lincoln, Charleston

•Open to all majors

•Opportunity to work with top goverrtment/business officials
~Good oral and written communication skills required

Across from McDonald's

345-4743
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!One Large 1 Topping Pizza s79s !
!
OR
plus tax!
!Two Large 1 Topping Pizzas SJ J 9 5 !
I

:

Expires 4115195
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i ~ne Large 1 Topping Pizza SJft49

i

'One
8 piece Crazy Bread
vplus tax t1
1
!One 2 Liter of PopExplres 4115195
J1
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CHEESE BREAD SPECIAL

49
plustax

•Must be enrolled full-time
at tiine of application

•Paid Internships are available
Fall semester 1995

I

plus tax :
L---------------------------------------------~

ln,_,__._._.._..__..,.,. . .

•Graduate student with minimum
3.25 CUM. GPA in their graduate
coursework

•Junior or senior with
minimum 2.75 CUM. GPA

Informational Meeting Monday, April 3, 4:30 p.m., in Blair 108.
Application Deadline Date: April 21, 1995

Application Forms available from
Johnetta Jones
Director, Minority Affairs
111 Blair Hall
Phone: 581-6690

iDaily Ea8teru lell8 I Drug war efforts not solving problem
Few things In modem society
cause people to cringe and
purge more than when someone mentions the world's drug
problem.
Those associated with the
1960s are astounded by how
drug use has escalated so rapidly, while more conservative dtl·
zens sit back and wonder how
society has sunk Itself Into such
.... __:..~ous situation.
a bleak and 11C1Ldlu
Whatever the case, all people

EDITORIALS ARE THE OPINION
OF THE EDITORtAL BOARD.
COLUMNS ARE THE OPINION
OF EAUTHOA.
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Student activism
is step in the
right direction
Students and faculty members who participated In Wednesday's rally to discuss
current national and local events should be
commended for showing their support and
speaking their mind.
Despite the rainy weather, about 50
people attended the
rally at Friends &.. Co.
opposing proposed
budget cuts for the
National Endowment for the Arts and the
National Endowment for the Humanities.
While the issues they were opposing
were important, the mere fact that they
were voicing an opinion about something
dear to them has a stronger message.
Student activism is still alive.
All students need to follow in the footsteps of this small group of political
activists.
Alan Canfora, a protester in the 1960s
and present-day student-activism speaker,
said Tuesday that no matter what the issue,
racism, sexism or tuition increases, students need to take a stand and make their
opinions heard.
"Time changes, issues change, students
don't change," he said.
Wednesday students did just tnat.
The "Day of Action" marks a day that
members of the Eastern community took a
step in making their government stand up
and ~isten to their concerns.
Now, students and faculty need to continue the tradition.
Each day can can make a difference. A
constant interest of the people can make a
concrete change.
It is up to those who attended the rally
to continue striving for political action.
Students who have watched from afar
need to take responsibility for their future
and make a concerted effort to become
active with an organization.
just as it takes more than one day to
change politics, it ~qually takes more than
one person to make a difference.

Edito:rial

hould ut
""""'""~ ...~ 5
P
their efforts and
money into educating and treating
drug users who
have develo d
"~~,

pe

uncontrollable
addictions."

D
ave
Hosick

beginning of time - to the
Native American use of peyote
for ritualistic purposes to the
founding fathers drafting the
original version of the
Declaration of Independence on
hemp (marijuana) paper.
With this in mind, rather than
waste time and money tJylng to
eliminate drug use, society
should put their efforts and
money Into educating and treat·
ing drug users who have devel·

agree that the reemergence of - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - oped uncontrollable addictions.
drugs into our schools. businesses and streets has
With an understanding that the drug situation is beyond
required that action be taken to try and "correct" the situ· control, society should take a step back and flnd a way to
atlon.
,
use the drug situation to its advantage.
The most noticeable form of action that political and
It has been suggested that to save the billions of dolsocial leaders have undertaken Is to increase national law
tars annually spent on drug..retated law enforcement
enforcement to try to deter the use or sale of illegal
some drugs that are not as harmful to society, such as
drugs.
marijuana, should be legalized.
In the last few years, some social critics have asserted
I see no advantage to the legalization of more potent
that heavier law enforcement Is not a viable solution to
drugs, such as cocaine, heroin or LSD, but marijuana has
controlllng the drug situation, and It only creates a flnan..:
proven to have beneficial uses In society.
dal vacuum on society. Several facts support this asserIn fact, our first President George Washington was
tion and suggest that the drug situation has grown
once quoted as saying, "Make the most of the hemp
beyond the scope of controllable activity.
seed. Sow It everywhere."
National drug-related arrests In 1987 led to an expenTo note a few of the proven benefits of marijuana: 1)
dlture of $10 billion for Increased law enforcement- a
Twelve Americans currently receive prescribed marijuana
figure predicted to double by the present day. And, 40
from the U.S. government to treat Illness. 2) One acre ci
percent of all prison Inmates were incarcerated In 1990
hemp will produce as much paper as four acres of trees.
for drug-related activity.
3) Thirty-ftve states have passed legtslation permitting
In New York, the nation's leading drug capital, it was
the medical use of marijuana. 4) Finally, - if marijuana was
estimated that nearty 100,000 of the year's 300,000
legalized - imagine the surplus of tax income which
arrests involved drug-related crimes in 1990.
could generated from its sales.
Many of these arrests seem pointless considering the
from poverty and homelessness to disease and
facts.
drought, our country, and our world for that matter; has
More than 400,000 Americans are arrested annually
an Infinite number of problems desperately In need addlon marijuana charges - a drug that has not been proven
tional funding.
to have killed one person In 10,000 years of usage.
Rather than continue to allocate money to increased
However, another 400,000 Americans die each year from drug-related law enforcement, society should evaluate
the legal use of nicotine from cigarettes.
the option of how It could benefit by the legalization of
With these figures In mind, it Is evident that although
marijuana and the extra billions of dollars that could fund
law enforcement activity to thwart drug use has been
Improvements for our nation.
increased, drugs remain as prevalent in society as the litter on the city streets or Republicans in Congress.
- Dave Hosick Is the news editor and a regular columnist
Drugs have been a staple of the human diet since the
for the Daily Eastern News.

Tour turn
Success of event
can't be measured
merely by numbers
Dear Editor:
This letter Is in response to the
Daily Eastern News' editorial that
reflected on the "failure" of
Cultural Awareness Week.
First of all, I would like to say
that it Is extremely difficult to pursue what our organization Is trying
to accomplish - bring unity to this
campus by uniting a diverse group
of individuals striving for a common goal of understanding, com·
munlcation and education of cultural relations.
I know participation by the
Eastern community for the Culture
Awareness Week events was low,
but In my opinion, the overall success of the week Is not measured
by the number of Individuals who
attend an event, but by the Individual who attends the event,
learns something from that event
and decreases the disparity of
communication and Involvement
among people due to their cultural
background.
As for the March Against
Discrimination, you contend that
"only a handful of marchers were
not Involved In the organization of
the event." I think you are missing
the intention of the event that succeeded In gathering of a diverse
group of people - 40 of them took
a stand TOGETHER against discrimination.
I would also like to mention the
turn out of the Unions United Party.
Although the typical Union party
"draws crowds of almost 200 students," how many of the students
comprise a reflection of the population at large? I'm proud to say
the approximate number of 50 students who attended the dance was

a diverse group of students. If this
is C! failure because the normal 200
didn't show up, then so be tt. But
,In my eyes, this is something
rarely seen, rarely done and rarely
accomplished ... this was a success.
To me, success Is a small group
of members planning, organizing
and then putting into action a comparatively large event. Success is
bringing people together In a way
not done before. It is receiving
positive feedback from those individuals who do participate In the
event attended. To me, success
occurs when you bring out just one
new Individual to an event - with
that the success Is endless,
because the chain of communication and Interaction has grown
another limit, and thus lengthen
and strengthen as the new individual brings out the Involvement of
others.
To the Daily Eastern News editorial board I have only one more
thing to say. When assessing the
success or failure of future events,
please don't forget to look at more
Important and meaningful Issues
than numbers. Never underestimate the power that the number
"one" has. It only took one person
to start many of the cultural organizations on this campus - look at
their prevalence now.

UsaGanlson
Director of the Multi Cultural
Student Union

Low turnout for
Culture Awareness
Week disturbing
Dear editor:
I am writing this letter In
response to the la~ of parttdpation during the Mufti-Cultural
Student Union's
..,,,_. Cultural

____

Awareness Week. The week began
on March 20 and ended March 25.
Unfortunately, It was not success·
fut.
The flrst unsuccessful event was
the March Against Discrimination.
The individuals that participated in
the march were members of
MCSU, members of Delta Sigma
Theta sorority and other students.
Unfortunately the number of out·
side participants (those not
Involved In either organization)
was small.
The next event, a panel discussion, failed to attract any audience
members. And, as a conclusion to
the awareness week, MCSU sponsored a Union's United Party In the
Union Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
MCSU members expected a nicesized crowd but were disappoint·
ed to see no more than 30--40 ~
pie. I realize that other events were
going on that night, but as I
walked to and from the Union I
saw many indMduals sitting
around, doing nothing. When I
asked people If they were comln.ft
out to support the organizations
they looked at me as If I was cruy.
I do not understand the lack d
support. Fliers were put up and
events were published in The_~,
Eastern News Campus Clips. ~
explains this lack of parttdpattor4
It Is disappointing to see how a
great majority of this campus that'
looks down upon separation
between the races would disr
an opportunity to integrate with
other races and learn about other
cultures.
In dosing, on behalf of the
MCSU, I would like to thank all
individuals who partlcipaff!d In
Culture Awareness Week events.
Thank you. Your participation
greatly appreciated.

e Dally East.e:rn New•
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Women's
Month
By MEUSSA MCCLAIN
kt:lv:lties editor

A showing of hit film
-what's Love Got To Do With
It," the story of popular enterbiner Tina Turner's life of
1pouse abuse, will conclude
Women's History and
wareness
Month
at
Eastern.
The film will be shown at
7:00 p.m. tonight in the Booth
Library Lecture Hall and is a
free event open t.o everyone.
The Women's Studies
Council chose to show the
film as their final event
because they feel Tina
Turner is a positive role
model for women, said Karen
Taylor, professor of Spanish
and member of the Women's
Studies Council.
"Tina Turner suffered
many obstacles as a woman such as poverty and being in
an abusive marriage with Ike
{Turner)- and she triumphed
over all of that, becoming a
great success," Taylor said.
"What's Love Got To Do
With It" is a movie about a
strong woman who overcomes adversities," said Judy
Oehler-Stinnett, associate
professor of psychology and
~chair of the program committee for the Women's
Studies Council.
The Women's Studies
Council likes to have events
which are both intellectual
and entertai ning, OehlerStinnett said. OehlerStinnett said the movie will
help to conclude a very successful Women's History and
Awareness at Eastern.
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FRIDAY & SATURDAY AT:

Draft Ute 20 oz. • $ I oo
Strawbeny Daiquiri. Pina Colada.
Margarita. Furey Na,e1 • $ I 2 5

Mother's.

1-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-1

Bottles
20 oz Drafts
ar Drinks (~A~1
~
$1 Amaretto Mixers
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: 6ac;k l1y Popular Demand From Springfield :

FREE
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Sat:u rday: coupon
Admission 8:30-10:301
with this Coupon
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I
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:
L

ents get into
D's for $2 8:30· I Opm
($3 wJo COUPON)

WALMART SUPERCENTER
Mattoon, IL (21 7) 235-6773
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Playing Music by: The CLASH, Pink Floyd,
I
I Smashing Pumpkins, Jane's Addiction, Beatles, I
I
Lenny Kravitz, U2, & Much More!
I

Burglar
hits local
residence
A Charleston resident
reported to police more than
$2,500 worth of items were
taken from his residence
sometime last week.
Thomas McFarland, 22,
reported his apartment, 202
W. Plum St., was burglarized sometime between 7
p.m. Wednesday and 4 p.m.
Saturday. According to the
police report, someone
climbed through a window
to get inside his apartment.
Items taken in the burglary include a color television, a videocassette recorder, a compact disc player, a stereo receiver, a lady's
watch and bracelet, 50 compact discs and 20 VCR
tapes.
Matthew Chiapetta, 22,
of 716 Grant St., also
reported that someone stole
a compact disc player, two
credit cards and $280 in
U.S. currency from his car
sometime between 9 p.m.
Tuesday and 8:45 a.m.
Wednesday. The vehicle was
parked in front of his residence.
. Staff report
''.
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Mid-America Teacher Placen.1en.:t: Day
Eastern I11inois University
Martin Luther King Jr.. University Union Ballrooms
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
CALIFORNIA
Norco - Corona-Norco USD
San Bernardino - San Bernardino City Unified
Schools

FLORIDA
Ft. Pierce - St. Lucie County Sehl Bd
Miami - Dade County Public Schools
GEORGIA
Atlanta - Fulton County Board of Ed.
Decatur - DeKalb County School System
HAWAil
Uhue - Hawaii Dept. of Ed.

IUJNOIS
Alton - Alton CUSD
Assumption - Central A & M CUSD #21
Aurora - Aurora East SD #131
Belleville - Belleville Twp HS
Belleville - Belleville Area Special Ed
Bloomington - Bloomington Pub. Schools
Buffalo Grove - Aptakisic-Tripp SD
Cerro Gordo - Cerro Gordo CUSD #100
Champaign - Champaign CUSD
Chatham - Ball-Chatham CUD
Chicago - Chicago Public Schools
Decatur - Decatur PSD
Dwight - Dwight Twp HS
Elgin - SD #U46

Evanston - Evanston/Skokie SD #65
Granite City - Granite City CUSD #9
Harvey - Thorton Twp HS
Hazel Crest - Prairie Hills Elem. SD #l 44
Herrin - Shagbark Girl Scout Council
Homewood - Homewood School Dist 153
Itasca - Children's World Leaming Center
Kankakee - Kankakee Area Special Ed. Coop
Kankakee - Kankakee SD #l l 1
La Grange - Lyons Twp HS
Lyons - Lyons Elem SD
Mattoon - Mattoon CUSD #2
Maywood - Proviso District #209
Minooka - Minooka CHS
Morton - Morton USD #709
New Lenox - Lincoln-Way CHS
Oakland - Oakland CUSD #5
Oswego - Oswego CUS #308
Ottawa - Ottawa CUSD #308
Palatine - Township High School Dist #21
Pekin - Pekin High School
Rochester - Rochester SD
Rock Island - Rock Island Public Schools
Saint Marie - South Eastern Special Ed
South Holland - South Holland SD #l 50
Sparta - Sparta CUDS
Spring Valley - Hall HS
Springfield - Sangamon Area Special Ed.
Steger - Steger SD #194
Sterling - CUSD
Streator - La Salle County Alliance
Summit - Cook County SD
Sycamore - Sycamore CUSD
Urbana - Urbana SD #l 16
Vandalia - 11 Dept. of Corrections

Villa Park - Villa Park ESD #45
Westville - Westville Cusd #2
Wheeling - University of Wisconsin
INDIANA
Gary - Gary Community School Corp.

KENTUCKY
Frankfort - Franklin County PS

MISSOURI
Maryland Heights -· Pattonville SD

NEBRASKA
Lincoln - Lincc°>ln Public Schools
SOUTH CAROLINA
Aileen - Aiken County PS

TEXAS
Alief - Alief ISD
Arlington - Arlington ISD
Bryan - Bryan ISD
Ft. Worth - Ft. Worth ISD
Grapevine - Grapevine-Colleyville ISD
Houston - Aldine ISD
Mercedes - South Texas ISD
San Antonio - Northside ISD

WISCONSIN
Lacrosse - School Dist of Lacrosse
Milwaukee - Metropolitan Milwaukee PS

The Dall7 EWite:rn News
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Baseball

Panthers'
streak on
the line

y
y

By DAN FIELDS
pctate sports editor

The Eastern men's baseball team will hope that
eight is not enough as it
puts its eight-game winning
atreak on the line when the
Panthers tangle with the
Huskies from Northern Illinois this weekend.
The first of two doubleheaders with the Huskies
will be at 1 p.m. on Saturday while Sunday's twin
bill will begin at noon.
All contests will be played at Monier Field.
Assistant coach Terry
McDevitt explained the
team is enjoying the benefits of not having lost a contest since March 18, over
spring break, against Southeast Missouri State by a
6-5 score.
"Definitely, our confidence is very high right
now," McDevitt said.
But McDevitt added that
the coaching staff is also
watching for any glitches in
the team's overall play.
"What we are discussing
as a coaching staff is to
)teep the winning streak
going," McDevitt said. "We
continually make adjustments - w&re not -just sitting back and saying that
things are good."
The four starters McDevitt said will be used this
weekend will be Beau Szul
(2-2, 4.87 earned run average), James Healey (3-1,
2.86 ERA), Chris Hall (2-1,
3.52 ERA) and Brian Neal
(1-1 4.25 ERA).
Offensively, the Panthers
(13-7) are led by designated
hitter Rob Nicholes, who
leads all starters with a
.422 batting average and a
.527 on-base percentage.
Nicholes also has three
round-trippers and is carrying a .711 slugging percentage.
Although he has only 19
at·bats Shane Heese leads
the team with a .474 batting average.
The Panthers' streak began when they beat the
University of Illinois in
home and away games on
March 21 and 22, respectively.
Since then, Eastern has
beaten Indiana State, Northeastern Illinois and St.
Louis University.
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Import Pints
•3 00 Pitchers of
IVla:ai -.-a.1
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'211 Samuel Adams Pints •411.Pifchers of Kami Kazies
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Yeah you ...the only one looking at
this paper. Right? Well, now that
I've got your attention ... Are you
hungry? Feel like a little
Mexican? What about a burrito?
Yeah that's what I said... A mouth
watering tortilla filled with
mounds of grilled steak or
chicken, sour cream, cheese,
beans... Sound good? Well, what
are you waiting for...Get your butt
off that couch and grab a Bamba!
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to the EIU community

1415 Fourth St.
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Open lla.m. -After the
Bars Close
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BURRITOS AS BIG AS YOUR HEAD!

Weekends Are Made For ::fitl>
LUNCH & DINNER

HUGE Stuffed Potato

(CholceofTopplngs)

w I Garden Salad • 3 ~
While They Last!!
9

DRINK SPECIALS

LUNCU

Lasagna, Veggies Br
Side Salad $./i. 50

•t• Miller Lite t

w / coffee or tea

Soup Sandwich Special
w / coffee or tea • 3-

Bud Light Drafts

Bar Rail Drinks 4'15
Strawbem' D~ r
Margaritas only $225

llUstness majors & other

related fields required.
rattnng will begin immediately.
Fill out an appltcation at:
Studen Publications 127 Buu.ard

GANDOLFI
CHIROPRACTIC
11th Anniversary

Mon.~Thurs.

EVERYTHING S FREE
• on first visit •
After eleven years of providing Eastern
Students with quality Chiropractic care,
we welcome students to a free initial visit. ·
We are offering to perform our services on
your first visit absolutely free with this ad!
This includes consultation, treatment, and
X-rays if indicated. Call NOW to schedule
your appointment.

7:30-2am •Fri. & Sat. 7:30-3am •Sun 11ai:n-11pm

TIMI TtiUffi[
Downtown Mattoon• 258-8228

1AYNE ~ ·

If!,JOH 1

Fri & Sat 5:00, 7:15, & 9:30 Sat & Sun Mat. 2:15
Sun- Thurs. 5:00, 7:15
·

1

@fsMrf's

TALL TALE

TIIE UNBELIEVABLE ADVENTURES

.

or PECOS BILL fi>GJS

Fri & Sat 4:30, 7:00, 9:15
at & Sun Mat. 2:00
Sun- Thurs 4:30, 7:00

·C•~™i

1

3.00.__......."\

5

Downtown Mattoon • 258-8228

OUTIRfll: I

Fri & Sat 4:30, 7: 15, & 9:45
Sat & Sun Mat. 1:30
Sun- Thurs. 4:30, 7:15

OAWYBOY

Moore__

CHRIS FARLEY IPG-ul
DAVID SPADE at-

t From Page BA
(46-for-103, 45 percent) and
was the team's third-leading
scorer with a 12.6 points-pergame average.
He recorded his careerhigh scoring total with 32
points against TennesseeMartin last season and averaged 3.1 rebounds per game.
He broke Kevin Duckworth's
school record for consecutive
free throws made, going 11for-11 at Youngstown State
University in late February.

1 _c.~~~' . Hey you?

---y

- - - - - - - - - - - Sat April 1
Alternative Rock
'

.

~

Fri & Sat 4:15, 7:00, & 9:15 Sat & Sun Mat. 2:00
Sun- Thurs. 4:15 7:00

GANDOLFI
CHIROPRACTIC
2115 18th St.

Call 345-4065
*New Patients only, Ad must be presented on 1st visit
Expires March 3 L 1995

-BYE BYE, LOVE
Fri & Sat 5:00, 7:15, 9:30 Sat & Sun Mat. 2:15
Sun- Thurs. 5:00, 7:15

Eastern guard Moore to transfer
By CHET PIOTROWSKI
Staff writer

Eastern basketball player Johnny
Moore said Thursday night he will
leave Eastern and transfer to another
school to play his remaining two .seasons.
Moore, a part-time starter for the
Panthers' in his last seasons, cited
"differences of opinion" with Eastern
head basketball coach Rick Samuels
as his reason for leaving.
"I had a difference with coach
Samuels," Moore said. "I couldn't
agree with things he said.

"We tried to work things out, but I
including the Univthought it would be best to move on.~
ersity of Louisville,
Miami (Fla.) UnivSamuels and his coaching staff
were reportedly in Seattle for the
ersity, Evansville
NCAA Tournament finals and
University, Butler
unavailable for comment.
University, the UnivMoore, a 6-foot-2-inch guard, said
ersity of Illinois-Chihe has not decided where he will play,
cago, Bowling Green
but that he plans to return to his
University, Kent
home state of Indiana.
State and South Flo"I'm going to move back home and Johnny Moore rida.
play somewhere in Indiana, someMoore, a fourth tewhere in state," said Moore.
am All-State pick by the Associated
Moore, a 1993 graduate of Concord Press and United Press International
(Elkhart, Ind.) High School, said he during his season, and Panther forwas recruited then by many schools, ward Andre Rodriguez said Samuels

has informed the team of Moore'•
decision.
"It's going to be a big impac
because we are losing a great shooter
and a great ahtletic talent," Rodriguez said. "But we still have a lot
left onthe squad."
The loss of Moore, a sophomo
sociology mafor, further weakens a
team already hurt at guard with the
graduation of three-year startei
Derrick Lartdnis.
Moore started 11 of 29 games for
the Panther last season and led the
team in three-point field goals made
t See MOORE Page 7A

Home for the weekend
Porzel (4-3, 2.92 ERA) in gash), but if we pitch well and
game two on Friday. Turley is play great defense we won't
among the Mid-Continent need to single anybody out;"
league leaders in complete said Perine.
games with six.
Perine said freshman ManThe Lady Panthers will not dy White C0-4, a:aa ERA) will
be focusing on how to beat start a game on the mound
By MATT ERICKSON
their opponent, as Perine felt this weekend, likely against
StaffWrtter
the team was doing in the Evansville on Saturday. White
first few weeks of the season. took the loss when Eastern
The Lady Panther softball Instead, Eastern will place dropped a 4-1 decision to
team takes a record of 8-10 the concentration on them- Evansville at the Southern
into Friday's doubleheader selves.
Illinois University Invitagainst Mid-Continent Conf"We're going to focus on ational.
erence rival Valparaiso. The making adjustments at the
Sophomore center fielder
weekend's action also includes plate, playing solid defense Jen Cherveny, who is batting
the EIU fuvitational in which and making sure our pitchers .400 (24-for-60) with a .419 onEastern will face the Univ- get off to a good start," Perine base average, feels that the
ersity of Evansville, Southern said.
Lady Panthers are beginning
Illinois University at EdwardFreshman left :fielder Emily to work more as a team.
sville, and Valparaiso.
Starkey agreed with Perine's
"The SIU tournament and
The Lady Panthers are 2-0 comments on the new focus as the spring-break trip really
in conference play following a a team.
helped us pull together as a
doubleheader sweep of North"We have the tendency to team," Cherveny said. "As
eastern Illinois on Tuesday.
look ahead and that is what long as we take one inning,
Head coach Beth Perine has been getting us in trou- one pitch at a time and score
stressed the importance of the ble," Starkey said. "We want the runs we need, we'll continFriday matchup with Valp- to get back to .500 this week- ue to improve and show proaraiso.
end and start working on a gress."
"Our main focus right now winning streak."
As for her contributions at
has to be on the doubleheadWhile concentrating on the plate, Cherveny keeps
er," Perine said. "Only two what they need to do as a everything in perspective.
teams from each division team to pick up victories, the
"My job as leadoff hitter is
advance to the conference Lady Panthers may not be as to get on base," she said.
tournament, so it's extremely worried about Valparaiso's
"There's been a definite
important for us to get these Sue Gaugash.
change in attitude in this
conference wins."
Gaugash was tied for the tea:m," Perine said. "That's
Perine said she will start conference lead in RBI with really important to us. It's not
senior Coli Turley (4-3. 2.57 13 and second in batting aver- just a change in confidence,
earned run average) in the age at .460 as of Wednesday.
either. We're really there for
first game and junior Missy
"They do have her (Gau- each other. The girls seem to

Softball squad
hosting Valpo,
Eastern Invite

JOHN COX/Photo ed1

Out.fielder Jennifer Cheroeny watches a high pitch go by
a ball during the.first game of last Tuesday's double
against Northeastern University at Williams Field.
be really supporting each
other."
Eastern will face Valparaiso
in the twin-bill at 2 p.m.
Friday. Tournament action
will see them square off with p.m.

Netters sweep Mid-Con rival Runners ''focused
ll!r
for Western Open

........
.......
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In doubles competition, the teams of
Rollboril and Macey (No. 1 doubles) and Ivers
and Kuhl (No. 2 doubles) both won their
matches by a score of 8-0.
'l'alllday was a cold and dreary day, but
AJexander and Pat Mellin won by default
tW did not matter as both the men's and at No. 3 doubles.
wcmen's tmnis t.eams shutout Nartheast.arn
'I1le women bremed by Northeast.em just
lliDais at the WeJJer Court&
aa eui1y as the man did.
"Nortbeasflarn is one of the weaker t.eams
Samantha WuJfen defeat.eel Heather Sams
in the -.ferenee, but when it COIDSI time fur 6-0, 6-1 at No. 1 singles while 'l\!Jna Er:idman
seeflng for the tournament, it is always a cWeat.ed Michelle Mayer 6-2, 6-0 at No. 2 . .
... wm,· said temlil coach Rosie Kramarski. glee.
The mm Joatjust three total games against
Kristy Sims (No. 3 singles), Melissa WehD
. . Oa1den Eagles.
(No. 4 singles) and St.ephanie Sullivan (No. 5
Brad Rozboril at No. 1 singles, George singles) all post.eel shutout wins 6-0, 6-0.
M..., at No. 2 singles and Brandon Kuhl at
In the doubles competition, the teams of
No. 4 aingles. all turned in shut.out perfor- Erickson and Geet.a Dua at No. 1 doubles,
mmua, winDinc their matches by scores of 6- and Sims and Sullivan at No. 2 doubles, both
0, S-O.
shutout their opponents.
.,_ Ivers won 6-1, 6-1 cwer Due Chau at
The men's team continues play with a 2
Nb. 3 . . . . while Dannis Alexander defeat- p.m. match today at Chicago State. Kram.. Kan Te.jek 6-0. 6-1 at No. 6 singles.
araki said while the Cougars are bett.er than
Jefl'Lindstrom won by defilult at No. 6 sin- Northeastern. Chicago State is still at the
bottom of the Mid-Con standings

.-
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If one takes the trip t.o Mac- have good individuals, but
omb on Saturday to watch have a small team."
Eastem's track teams compete
The women will be
in the Western Illinois Open at ing against the Unive
11:00 a.m., you'll notice a dis- Illinois, Drake, North
tinct change from the previous Missouri, Washington U:
Saturday.
ersity in St. Louis and
"We'll be really focused." ern Illinois Universi
said head women's coach John Carbondale. Other teams
Mcinerney. "Our primary goal peting include Bradley
is to be focused and intense."
host school, Western · ·
Acting men's head coach
The men will face all of
Tum Akers echoed those same previously mentioned t
remarks.
except Southern Illinois
"Hopefully, it will be a com- the University of Illinois.
petitive effort. It should be
"Kert McAfee will mab
really competitive with North- jump up into the 800east Missouri State (Univ- run and George Wilson
ersity) and Drake (Univ- run in the 400-met.er
ersity)," said Akers. "They Akers.
(Northeast Missouri) are pret-

nm:

ty good individually. Drake will
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A Grimm
ole opry
By BROOKE WALKER

A brother and sister, eyes open wide
and mouths watering, cautiously
approach a house made of sweets,
unaware that a crazy old lady with a
taste for children dwells there.
Thus begins the fateful run-in between
brave Hansel and Gretel and the ill-intenti on ed witch. And this familia~ and
e·ndearing tale of "Hansel and Gretel" will
come to life as an opera this weekend in
the Dvorak Concert Hall of the Doudna
Fine Arts Center.
Senior music education
major Cynthia Contois will play
Hansel, sophomore music performance major Charlotte
Martin play Gretel and senior
music performance major Beth
Katte will play the witch. Yang
Yangang will provide piano
accompaniment for the opera.
This original 19th century
"Hansel and Gretel" opera,
translated from German, follows
the familiar children's story about a
brother and sister who are lured into
a witch's edible house. "It might not be
exactly like you remember the Hansel
and Gretel story (since) every time 1t is
told it changes a little," said Jer·ry
Daniels, director of the Music,
Theatre and Opera Ensemble.
"We each remember (the story)
differently."
Because the production is an
opera, the tale is told entirely
through song. "I want those who
haven't seen an opera ·
to know that the story
can be enhanced
through music," Daniels said.
"Musically, {the opera) is quite
challenging. It contains very different
intervals and there are a lot of
words to memorize," Contois said.
The production's cast has
rehearsed four or five times a
week since January.
"Putting the whole package together is very difficult."
But memorizing lines was the
only difficult task Contois had to
.t.' .... . .... .' . '
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-

.. ' .. .

* See OPERA Page 2B

Hansel-.----~----*From Page 1
endure. Playing a young boy
was a cinch. "A lot of times in
older opera they had girls
playing boys," Contois said.
In order to prepare for her
role, Contois talked to people
about how boys' mannerisms
differ from girls'. "I really had
to take the time to figure out
who Hansel was so I could
play him," Contois said.
Martin also did some
research for her part as Gretel by studying the time period of the story. As for becoming the character, that comes
naturally to Martin.
"I'm so into opera that I

become the character and I
actually think the way Gretel
thinks when I'm on stage," .
Martin said. "It takes a lot of
imagination and self-discipline."
Martin said her own innocence helps her to portray
Gretel's purity. After a
moment of thought, she
added, "(Gretel) is also smart
and sarcastic. She's a brat.
"But she's a cute brat."
_ For Katte, portraying a
witch is old hat.
"I've played a witch (in
productions) before. My
mother would definitely say
it's type-casting, " Katte said

with a laugh. "I'm kind of
crazy on my own so I try to
put that into my character
and get the essence of witchiness.
"The kids (in the opera)
seem kind of scared of me so
that's a good sign."

"Hansel and Gretel" will be
performed at 7:30 p.m .
tonight and Saturday and at
3 p.m. Sunday. Admission is
$6 for the general public
and $4 for seniors and Eastern students. Tickets are
available in the Music
Department Of/tee.

,.--------------·-------------1
!These are a few of
!our favorite things I
l

Bobbie Hilke needs our help. As the centennial coordirnl".
tor, Bobbie is burdened with the task of gauging what to stuff,
cram or otherwise jimmy into the EIU Centennial Tirnecap;i
sule.
We, as a university, owe it to the students of the future to
pack this timecapsule with items truly symbolizing this cam·
pus and the powers that be.
Our list only symbolizes those items which could be pulled
t from our current det cade. Imagine what the
f last century's history of
1 Eastern has to offer ...

Talk• .
cheap

::1

The
Carman
Hall curling Iron. This little vanity object nearly

'

sparked an early end to the campus centennial celebra·
tion. It's hard to celebrate 100 years of education from the
Carman tent. But just like we couldn't bury Mrs. O'Leary'
cow, we can't exactly bury the two rocket scientists whd
decided to leave a red hot curling iron on a bed spread.

Tonight
•What's Love Q)t To Do With It, the Tma Turner
story, will be shown at .7 p.m. Friday in the Booth
Library Lecture Hall.
• lhe Graduate Art Exhibition will be open from
10 a.rn. to 5 p.rn. in the TaJble Arts Center.
• Dancing at the Lughnasa, a poetic drama about
five hish sisters, will be performed at 8 p,rn. in the
Stu:lio lheatre of the Doudna Fine Arts Center.
• Hansel and Gretel will be performed at 7:30 p.rn.
in the Dvorak Concert Hall of the Doudna Fine
Arts Building. Admission is $4 for students and
senior citizens and $6 for the general public.
•Bingo will be held at 9 p.rn. in the Rathskeller of
the University Union.

Saturday

$1 for students and $3 for the public.
• Triprnaster Monkey and Jesus Christ Superfly will
play at 10 p.rn. in the Dungeon, 509 Van Buren
St.. Admission is $3.

Sunday
• lhe Graduate Art Exhibition will be open from 1
p.rn. to 4 p.rn. in the Tarble Arts Center.
•Hansel and Gretel will be performed at 3 p.rn. in
the Dvorak Concert Hall of the Doudna Fine ·Arts
Building. Admission is $4 for senior citizens and
students and $6 for the general public.

l
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Jim Edgar's distinguished alumni photo. Little
Jim, an Eastern alum, said he was going to be "the education governor." His phrase will go down in history

i with_ "No new taxes," "I am not a crook" and "I only want
J

'I

J

Tuesday
• The Graduate Art Exhibition will be open from
10 a.rn. to 5p.rn.

Poland."

3

Mayor Dan Cougill's cross. His unyielding quest to
rid the city of evil, impurity and those who don't agree
with him has earned him not only his own special level
of Hell, but a place in our time capsule. This entry is pending
the fact that he will climb down off his cross before 2095, let
alone the date the capsule is to be buried.

4

Wednesday

Questlonable student senate ballots fro•
Spring 1994 election. This election had everything

• lhe Graduate Art Exhibition will be open from
from crooked judges to smear campaigns. Somehow
10 a.rn. to Sp.rn.
everyone in Greek Court cast a ballot, no one voted for the
• Kelp and the Aagboys will perform at Ted's
opposition party, Jimmy Hoffa voted twice and Blake Wood's
Warehouse, 102 N. Sixth St., at 9 p.rn.
hair became unkempt. This makes the Chicago political sys• Carbondale painter and printmaker Kathleen
'
tern
look like the Sisters of Mercy Quilt-Off.
in the Dvorak Concert Hall of the Doudna Fine Fnsor will present "The Case for Art in Public EduI
~ ~9·. Admission is ~4. f?r seniors citizens cation" in the Tarble Arts Center at 7 p.rn.
Health Service medical technology. By the time
8nd ~ts at1ti $6 for gener-£ i'Ublit.
• ··When is it Rape?': u.ill.bs;pfe.wnted.:aL7-p.01Jn.. l., '
they- open the capsule in 100 year~, the equipment wil
,.~~~~ etJQ.g.-Q.l-.Jn.tlle..U.Mle.r:s\- Jhe P:fiin~.~WU.~! fr.teJLni~IS!ty.lLnipn.
be 200 years out of date.
ty Ballroom of the u~ 1:rrttol'l:"·AtfuHsSloo·is ·

• lhe Graduate Art Exhibition will be open from
10 a.rn. to 4 p.rn. A reception will be held at 2 p.rn
in the Tarble Arts Center.
• Hansel and Gretel will be performed at 7:30 p.rn.

5
I
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1

The Verna Armstrong family album/EIU payroll records. It was amazing that for a short period oi

time a tremendous amount of Eastern's adrninistra
looked the same, had the same blood type and carpoolecl tot
family reunions. Talk about bringing your work home With
you.

Beth Olsen (Morgan Olsen's wife). If the univers9
ty can create an unnecessary $30,000 position for her,
the least it can do is clear off a spot in the capsule. And
the capsule wouldn't truly represent Eastern without a littl
dead weight.
1

1I
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4000 Hootle/Toad ticket stubs. UB proves th
an infinite number of monkeys given an infinite num
of promotional flyers can sell out a concert.
4000 unsold Lou Rawls tickets. This selecti
shows the UB rule and not the exceptfon.

Blake Wood's chinos. The out-going stud
body president and campus fashion horse will
leaving office this semester. We've given him
his merry band of senators the shirts off our backs, the I
he can do is give us the pants off his· ass.

1O

If you desire to create your own list, the official form can
found in Monday's edition of The Datly Eastern News. Or
you agree with a majority of our "lcks, simply cut out and
it care of Bobbie Hilke, Centennial Coordinator, Br ·
House.
Let us never forget our past, lest we be doomed to repeat

RESUMES

ENTERTAINMENT REPORTS

The Career Connection
1550 Douglas, Suite 102

CALL NOW!

"The best Investment for
your Future"

CALL FOR REVIEWS AND RATINGS

Charleston, 348-8030
Certified Resume
Writer on staff
We also ty~set
Term & Class Papers
24-hr. tum around
on most work

1-900-988-1156 EXT. 126 $2.00 PER MIN, AVG CALL 2 MINS
AVERAGE COST PER CALL $4.00
MAXIMUM COST $10.00
TOUCH TONE PHONE REQ
UNDER 18 GET PARENT'S PERMISSION
STRAUSS ENTERPRISES, CARMEL, CA (408)625-1910

l______Ed-it~ri~-~-~-~i:~e::_d-~ch~--i-rd~SPORTS NEWS
TOTAL TO-THE-MINUI'E INFO

CALL NOW!
1-900-289-2266 EXT. 145 $2;00 PER MIN, AVG CALL 2
AVERAGE COST PER CALL $4.00
MAXIMUM COST $10.00
TOUCH TONE PHONE REQ
UNDER 18 GET PARENT'S PERMISSION
STRAUSS ENTERPRISES, CARMEL, CA (408)625-1910

Glory Days
:Jesus' comes home to turn
eat and potatoes into song
By KAREN WOIDEN

"It's meat and potatoes, "

Williams smiles. "No gravy."

Rick Camey's retl..nn to Central

.lnois won't welcome him with a
d1ance to rock and roll at a Mattoon High School dance. He's
inakin' it big time with Jesus

Christ Superfly.
Camey, born and raised in
Mattoon, started his musical
career as a member of a "really
bad cover band" whose biggest
gigs were to rock the fighting
Green Wave's gymnasium.

Camey, 30, along with WashJngtonian Erick Erickson and
Texan Ron Williams, will take the
stage Saturday at The Dl.mgeon,
509 Van Buren.
The three, now inhabitants of
Austin, Texas, came together in
1991 after dismantling from other
snail name bands. They are currently on a tour of the midwestem
arxl southern United States.
"We are a punk rock band with
the emphasis on the rock part,"
rney says. "The Ramones
Motorhead."

Gwertise
with

Th • .,.
Eastern ~;>

Superfly has entertained audiences across the United States,
performing over 100 shows last
year.

"Their self titled debut LP/CD
is littered with neck-snapping,
limp-twisting lullabies guaranteed
to put a smile on your face and a
boot in your ass," their press kit
reads.
Or mtd in your ears.
Last year, at an Austin show
with a Woodstock theme, the
band lugged in 20 gallons of mtd,
coloring themselves and the entire
atdience brown.
There will be no moo or really
bad cover songs flying around the
Dungeon though. Superfly's ready
to deliver "a pretty sane" concert.
After Erickson drinks "two or
three &dweisers," Camey "takes
a nap" and Williams gulps "a Jolt
or a Mountain Dew," the band
will be ready to take the stage - or
the dance floor.
"By the end of the show we're

where the crowd is," Erickson

said.
Tripmaster Monkey, a postgrurige rock band from eastern
Iowa, will open for Superfly at 10
p.m. in the Dl.mgeon. After Tripmaster's debut album, "Faster
than Dwight," the crew left the
Midwest for a tour that landed
themselves shows in New York
and the United Kingdom. The single "Shutters Closed," off their
first full-length album "Goodbye
Race," recently won them a spot
on MIVs rotation.
"Come see us," Williams beckons. "We'll run over you like a big

tank."
Admission for Saturday's 21aOO-up stnv is $3..

Need along distance tow?
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BURGERS
WE DELIVER FAST 348·8055

FAITH BUILDERS
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P.O. Box 188 • CHARLESTON. ILLINOIS 81920
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Tarble displays
graduate work
By JENNIFER STANGER

AT

Rubik'·s Cubes and love
never had much in common
until Robert St. Clair started
creating.
St. Clair, who received his
bachelor's degree from Eastern
seven years ago and is now pursuing his master's degree, will
have four pieces displayed in
this year's Graduate Art Exhibition.
"Three of the four (pieces)
are based on the triangle theory
of the love relationship between
men and women," sai,d St.
Clair. They are entitled "Intimacy," "Passion" and "Commitment."
St. Clair compares his series
to a Rubik's Cube.
"Like the cube, if one element is missing, the relationship or cube may fail," he said.
St. Clair's fourth work is a
self portrait which he says is a
transition into a new project.
After he receives his degree,
St. Clair would like to teach art
at the university level.
St. Clair's works are part of
a number of painted fabric collages, self portraits and modular
air brush paintings that
will

YLLQR
YtJGSIQWN
•DISHWASHERS
-CENTRAL AIR
-GARBAGE DISPOSALS
.g MO. LEASES OR 1
YEAR LEASES
•WOODED LOCATION
•PARKING PAID

NOW RENTING
FALL '95 - '96 & SUMMER '95

Photo by Sheryl Sue Sidwell
Robert St. Clair's "Commitment" wi11 be on display in the Tarble Arts Center April 1 through 30 for the Graduate Art Exhibition.
be on display beginning Satur- said. "Art is how I express
day through April 30 at the myself."
The works exhibited are
Tarble Arts Center.
He is one of seven artists selected jointly by each student
who are M.A. candidates in the and his or her graduate comArt Depamnent' s graduate pro- mittee.
Other artists to be featured
gram in Studio Art. The exhibition is a culmination of each are James Oliver, who will
student's work from the past exhibit pastel drawings, watertwo semesters. Participation in color pastel works and acrylic
the exhibit is a requirement for paintings of livestock; Scott
Mitchell, whose work will show
the degree's completion.
Yoshimi Hooten-Ng, another large-scale mixed media gesturof the exhibit' s featured artists, al drawings; W. Todd Mays,
will have 11 pieces in the exhib- who will present stoneware vesit. Hooten-Ng's works consist sel forms; Jenny L. Shields,
of collage pieces painted who will show self-portrait
on fabric featuring the acrylic paintings on canvas;
Charleston's southern Brian Rupe, who will present
representational portraits in oil
landscape.
.
"The landscape on canvas; and Deb Wool, who
sot.rth·bf' Charleston will pt'eie.Ut large-scale rnixe.9
is very, b.eauti~µJ," ~ia ~iiliings using the foot
said Hooten-Ng. as a metaphor and pastel figure
"There are lots of drawings.
small rolling hills
The exhibit will be open from
and lots of trees."
Hooten-Ng's 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on .Saturinterest in art stretch- days, from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
es back to her child- on Sundays and from 10 a.m.
hood, she says. "As a to 5 p.m. on Tuesdays
child, I was always around through Thursdays. The
crafts. I was always doing exhibit will be closed on Monsomething with them," she days and on April 16.

"As achild Iwas always
atonnd·cralts. Iwas always doing ,
something with them. Art is how I
express myse["
Yoshimi Hooten-Ng, artist
t
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Daily: 7:15, 9:30
Sat.&Sun. Mat. 2:15
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Daily: 7:00, 9:00
Sat.&Sun. Mat. 2:00
EVERYONE NEEDS
MORE MONEY!
Right?
SO ... why not sell your
unwanted items in
The Dally Eastern NeUJs
C..._lfted Section!

Cambridge & Nantucket

.....

.._~AL~~~~~

~ip:lk.~~

Charleston &
Eastern Illinois
University
426 W. Lincoln Ave.
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{e)Ai.r'¢;)fa...' PICTURES P-nh
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•1,2,3,& 4 BEDROOMS
•24 HR. MAINTENANCE
•SPACIOUS UNITS
-ON SITE MANAGER

GREEKW EK
BEGINS HERE!
SATURDAY, APRIL 1ST
11 a.m. to 1 a.m.

HIGH NOON CLUB
$3.00 Pitchers of
Killians, Bud Lt. & Nat. Lt.
$1.50 Bloody Mary's
$1.50 Screw Drivers
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Dali-wood
Hello Dali provides a 'surreal, yet
theatrical' night of entertainment
By J.A. WINDERS

nitely Shaggy. I know those Scooby

snacks had pot in them. That's why they
Joe Herrmann not only looked puzzled,
but he was seriously stumped. The newest
member of the Charleston-based improv
group Hello Dali thought it might be fun
to try some word association.
But Herrmann just sat in the cool Tuesday night air completely blank after he was
posed the name of David Joms. "I don't
even know who that is," he finally said
after twenty silent seconC:ls.
"Sorry. Try something easier."
ScoobyDoo.
"Shaggy," Herrmann said without a
moment's
reflection.
"Oefi-

always had the m1.D1chies."
Herrmann, a freshman music education
major, violently laughed himself off of the
stone bench where he and three of his
new teammates sat. The others collectively
rolled their eyes.
·
"We think we're funny," offered Bree
Pavey in explanation, "b; god I just hope
everybody else does."
Somebody must think so.
All semester, Hello Dali has played to
standing room only crowds crammed into
the narrow, checkered confines of
Charleston's Monroe Street Cafe.
"Who is most receptive to this type of
entertainment? The BOG. Na. It's
college kids," said Kate Slovinsld.
"Who is most bored? College

kids."

Matthew
Fear ( rlgbt), a
freshman theatre
major, and Clint Verona, a sophomore theatre major, do that improv they do so well.

Photo by John Cox

"Really," Nicole Kalus
piped in with wide eyes, "It's
a bar alternative."
"Don't say that," Pavey
said jumping from the bench.
"That will kill us."
As Pavey continued to ramble about the evils of the "bar
alternative" label, Slovinski jumped
in, "As soon as people hear those
words, they quit coming."
The group originated at the cafe last
semester with a band of only four players
- Amy Sherwood, Jeremy Seymoor, Paul

Wiemerslage and Lorinda Novotny.
Novotny brought the format with her from
Columbia, S.C. where she performed with
the "We're Not Your Mother" players.
"There is a tradition in that group, that
when you leave the group you are allowed
to start another group elsewhere," Novotny said from the Llbrary Quad Wednesday
afternoon as her group performed behind
her. "But I didn't want to call us the 'We're
Not Your Mother' players in case we

sucked."
So in an effort to create a name which
"surreal, yet theatrical," Novotny
settled on Hello Dali.
The group has already scheduled performances outside of Charleston - inch.ding one at a coffee shop at Western Illinois
University - and is hoping to expand into
workshops for grade schools and high
schools. "We'll even play bannitzvahs and
birthday parties for small children," Novotny said.
Dali has grown in size from its original
four to a seemingly ever-ex~ dozen
- four of which were sitting outside the
Doudna Fine Arts Building Tuesday
evening.
Of these four performers, only one Slovinski - is a theatre major. Kalus is a
psychology major, Herrmann, music education and Pavey is a philosophy and psychology double major. With little argument, these are not very humorous
was both

majors.

"I'm not a theatre major," Pavey said.

"I felt I needed a performance venue
that Eastern Illinois University couldn't
provide," Slovinski said.
And with the external university venue,
Dali has the opportunity to reach a differ-
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CARD SHOW

Sat. April 1st at
Charleston
Worthington Inn
ROUTE 16

TIME 1()..4
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RESIDENTIAL CAMP STAFF. Camp Jened seNes adults
who have a wide range_of. 9.l~~t?lllti~s, ~ft1~.,Qu~.~~rr1mer
'·Stoff ooc:j hove an ln~"e'Jtf:'~tiijr'lc~Worfdng 1n the
'c 'Otsi<ill Mou'ntalns in New York. Jobs available for c ounselors. program staff. cooks and nurses. Season runs
from June l through August 24. Good salary, room and
board. and partial travel expenses.
Call 914-434-2220
or write CAMP JENED P.O. BOX 483, ROCK Hill NEW YORK 1277.6
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*Strictly Confidential

CPC of Eastern Illinois, Charleston, IL

ADMISSION FREE

ent croo.d with their message. "Bad things
can be fun. The world can be fun. Sad
things can be fun. You just have to open
yourself up to the fun," Pavey said. "We
get to take a satirical look at emotions
everybody has. We get to show that these
emotions aren't really that bad.
"There's a silver lining to every grey

"But my parents always thought I should
be. They always said I was too over-dramatic for my olAin good."

Baseball
*FREE Pregnancy Tests
*Accurate ltJformation . .

Photo by John Cox
Chris Pomeroy, senio r theatre major, stands
tall in the face of adversity, not really, he's
j ust acting.

CALL 345-5000

Saturday, April Fool's Day

Jeaus Chriat Superfly
w/e___e_ecial gueet, Sire recording artiet

Tripmaat~r

FRIDAY
5 SUPER

10:00 Show

Sunday. April 2

VALUE MEALS
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Monkey
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University Theatre
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"Because the weekends
were made for Stu's"

In the Studio
Doudna fine Arts Center
8pm • More~ 31

& Aprill

2pm • Ap.;1 2
TiJels on safe now al /J.e Ticlel OHice
°' by rolling 581- 3110

,
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CORNER OF 4TH &. LINCOLN

345-2844
DELNERY NOON TO CLOSE

~ Weekend Specials: !
~
w
w
$1QQ Bottles
$1f2f2 20 oz. Ora~s
Openat9pm.

~

rcg~Two-tngredienf-----1-ii.-single-irigrecil~~t---,

!Pizza &.. Qt. of Coke
I

:

.

I Pizza &.. Qt. of Coke
I
$ 95
7
I

$925

j

Exp. 4/7 /95

Exp. 4 /795

L------- ----------------~--- - - - --- ------------ - -

r,-----------------------,------------------------,
1Sm.
Single Ingredient , Sm. Two Ingredient
I

I

:Pizza &.. Qt. of Coke

: Pizza &.. Qt. of Coke

II

i

I

$ 595

I

1
I

:

$6951I

Exp. 4/ 7 /95
: Exp. 4/ 7 / 9 5
l
L-----------------------~------------------------~

Two large Single Ingredient Pizzas

$1600
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Save Money on your AUTO or
MOTORCYCLE insurance. Don't
Wait! Call BILL HALL at 345-7023
or stop by HALL INSURANCE
1010 East Lineoln.
3131,413
LASE-.,..--_,,,R___
P__
R..,..IN,...T__
E_,..D-R_,.,E.,.,s=uMES. 1

NAPERVILLE IL MOVING COMPANY seeking to fill 30-40 positions for mover's helpers. Lots of
overtime. $5,000 for summer possible. Please call 708-717-6959.
Leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ .....;3131

Page $12. 2 Pages $20. Includes
1O Copies. 25 Cover Letters $15.
Martin's Computer Services, 2352736, 1917 Western, Mattoon,
11.4=;.9 A.M.-12, 1-3 P.M., & Appt.
.
·3131

Summer jobs. Exterior house
painters wanted in Chicagoland
area. $7-10 per hour. 40 hour
work week. Training will be provided. Campus _Corps Painters
(800)536-6355.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4112

Unlimited monthly income potential in the nation's largest Industry.
No experience necessary, serious
inquiries only. Call Jeremy or

Greg 348-0446.

Education majors needed to
nanny for six children in
Effingham. Two positions available. Summer evenings approximately 20 hours, summer
weekends, approximately 20
hours. Must have experience
with children and be able to
plan activities for various ages.
Only serious need apply. 342?1-:a:1
~'"''
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Make your summer count! Now
hiring summer staff for Girl
Scout Resident Camp, Certified
lifeguards, cooks, counselors,
unit leaders, program directors,
and LPN/EMT openings. Camp
is located outside Ottawa, IL on
260 wooded acres. Only those
serious about working with the
youth
of
today
while
learning/teaching valuable outdoor living skills need apply!
June 18-July 29,
1995.
Complete training provided.
Minorities are encouraged to
apply. For application write or
call: TGSC, 1533 Spencer
Road, Joliet, IL 60433 or 815723-3449.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ ___;417

Now hiring bartenders & kitchen
staff for Spring and Summer. Apply
in person at Stix, 1412 4th St.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __:3131
ASSISTANT STORE MANAGER
We're going places and you're
invited! Claire's, operating
1,200 accessory stores worldwide, is currently seeking an
enthusiastic individual to be
responsible for the overall sales
and supervision/management of
our store and staff at Cross
County Mall in Mattoon. We
require 1-2 years of retail store
management experience with
strong communication, organization and supervisory skills. If
you desire professional career
development, excellent compensation & bonus potential,
please call or forward your
resume with salary history to :
Barbara. Topkapi, Eastland
Mall, 800 Green River' Road,
' Evansville , IN 47715. Phone:
812-471-1451.
Equal
Opportunity Employer.

Attention: Earn Money Reading
Books! Up to $500 weekly. Choose
subject matter. For more details
call: 1(206)362-4304 ext E016.

l'oUBDT
Summer Sublessors needed:
Nice 2 bedroom apt. across street
from campus. Rent negotiable.
345-8695.
-------.,----·413
Sublessors need Su 95. 3-4 people Close to campus & furnished.
Call 348-7523.

- - - ---"-----'413

2-4 Sublessors needed Summer
'95. Med. 2 bedroom apt located
across from campus. Furnished.
345-3728.
414
..,..
S-U_.B-L-=E-=s-=s-=oc-::R=--:S:--:-N".":E:-:E:-:D-E
....D-' for
large two bedroom home for
summer 1995. Basement with
W/D included and water paid.
Deck, patio, and large back
yard. Reasonable Rent, $165
per month, Call Kim at 3458676. PETS ARE CONSIDERED!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _417

-~--------414

WANTED: WILD, FUN, OUTGOING FEMALE We are seeking 3rd
roommate for '95-'96 school year
in Lincolnwood apartments call
Jess- 5393 or Ruthie- 3955.

~------~~-·_3131

One or two bedroom apartment
available. Close to campus, one
to
people.
_four
__
_ _345-6533.
_ _ _ _ _.413

1---3-F-EM-A-LE_R_O_O_M_M......:ATES

SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR 3

--------__,---_.3/31

Avail. June 2 BR furn apts. 1 yr
lease. NO PETS. Water/Trash

BEDROOM APARTME!'!T !!'!

!rn.::!. 94? 4th St. 34!H?46.

PARK PLACE. EXTRA LARGE,
CENTRAL A/C, RENT NEGOTIABLE. 345-1250.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _...,..:3131

-~--------5/1

1 female sublessor needed for
Fall'95. Own room in furnished
house. $165/mo + 1/3 utilities.
Call Jennifer 581-2138.
- - - - - - - , - - -- 3131
2 sublessors needed summer 95.
Close to campus. Air-Conditioned,
Furnished. Call 348-0184.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __:417
Sublessor needed for summer in
Royal Heights. Own Room + furnished. Call Patti 348-5222.

3 bedroom Duplex, 1718 10th for
95-96 school year. Burt & Burt
Enterprises. Call 232-4466 for
appointment. This is a local call.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3131

_ _ _ __ ---,_ _ _ _511

NEEDED
FOR
FALL
SEMESTER. Nice house 1 block
from campus. Rent, + utilities. For
details contact Andrea or Kathy at
348-0850.

~

AVAILABLE FOR '95f96, 3 bedroom apartment, 3rd floor, fully
furnished, 2 bathrooms, central
heating/AC, water and garbage
pd, $750/mon. Call 345-1520.

---------~:41'

Two Quiet Renters · for nice 2
BDR apt. between EIU and WalMart. Part furn. $265.00 each
inclu water, elec., trash, cable, 12
month lease Dep. and ref. req.
348-0979.

AVAILABLE FALL 95 four bedrOOnl
house close to campus. For six students at $180 per month each.
Newly remodeled. Two baths, large
closets, furnished, parking. 2348774 call after five.
_ _ _ __ ____.....,11.12

413

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....,;414

S
__
U_B_L-ES_S
_ Ofl
_ _N_E_E_O
~E
~D.,,--;FOR
CHEAP RENT! Jacuzzi, pool,
weights at Atrium apts. 3 people
needed for summer. Call 348-0026.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _3131

SUMMER '95. 1 BEDRO~
APARTMENl'
UPTOWN.
UNFURNISHED. $550 + UTILITIES. CALL JENN 345-5291 .

Sublessor needed Female needed to share apt. with female, own
bedroom with air- May, June, July
$225.00/Neg. 4 blocks from campus- NICE PLACE. Call Becky348-6361 .
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ __;3131

-~----=-~~.....:418

Sublessors NEEDED for aummer!
3 Bedroom Apt. next to campus
Furnished! Rent Negotiable Call
345-4711.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _414
1 to 2 Summer sublessors needed for 1 bedroom in a house.
1530 2nd St. Call: 345-4659.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __:3131

S ummer s ublessors need ed .
Close to campus. New carpet and
furniture. Rent negotiable. Call
345-1627.

_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _.....;3131

Two summer sublessors needed
Royal Heights $140 Own room,
furnished. Call 348-5408.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ .....;3131
Summer sublessors needed for
apartment close to campus. Rent
negotiable. Call 345-8694.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4rJ

.Foab
FOR SUMMER- ONE BEDROOM UNFURNISHED APARTMENT- NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS, l.OW UTILITIES- NEGOTIABLE RENT- 348-5575.
: - : : - - - : - - - - , - - -- - , - -,..:417

Nice-close to campus furnished
houses for 1995-96 school year.
12 month lease, $195/mo. Call
345-3148 evenings.
- - - - - - - - - - · 5 /1
3 room fu rn ished hou se one
bedroom 260 month deposit
required. Garbage pick up furni shed available August 1st
Call 345-4010.

--------~-5/6

TWO BEDROOMS FOR 3 OR 4
PEOPLE AVAI L. FALL '95.
FURNISHED, DISHWASHER,
GARBAGE DISPOSAL, LAUNDRY FACILITIES. CALL 3452363.
,

ii ULIPll
MATH ENERGY CLUB Leadership conference from 8:30am-12noan
on April 1 in the third floor MLK Union; new Exec Board, do not forgstl
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP Sunday Morning Worship
Service at 10:30am in the Christian Campus House, 2231 S. 4th St.
Call 345-6990 for rides or info.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Communications meeting at 9 on Sunday in the
MLK Union Walkway. We're making signs, so bring extra poster board if
you have it!
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Pledge meeting at 8 on Sunday in the Oakland
Room, MLK Union. Look sharp! Terri's bringing the camera!
"THE STATE OF the University Address" will be delivered by President
Joms at 3:30pm on Tuesday, April 11 in Lumpkin Auditorium. Faculty
Senate invites faculty, staff and students to attend.
SIGMA GAMMA RHO Sorority "Bahama Bash" from 10-1:45pm in ths
University Ballroom.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Weekend Masses at 11am and
4:30pm on Sunday in 120 Coleman Auditorium.
WOMEN'S STUDIES COUNCIL presents "What's Love Got To Do Wrth
It?," the Tina Turner Story, at 7pm in Booth Library Lecture Hall. PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus CUp by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for availa.ble space.

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16 9C

WILL-12

LIF-40

News
Wheel of Fortune

SportsCenter
College Basketball

Wings
Wings

Love Connection

MacNeil, Lehrer

Jellersons

Designing Women
Designing Women

Roseanne
Roseanne

Diagnosis Murder

Family Matters
Sister, Sister

Skills Contests:
Boxing: Bouts

Murder, She Wrote

Movie:Kansas

Washington Week
Wall St. Week

Barbara Walters
Interviews

Wright Verdicts

Step by Step
OnOur<Mn

telecast from
Chester, WVa

Movie: Major
League

Movie Cont.

Innovation

Movie:This Child

Movie Cont.

News

David Frost

Duckman
Sports Illustrated

Honeymooners
Simon & Simon

Being Served?
Movie

20/20
Sports Reporters
SportsCenter

Beyond2000
Next Step

Carmen Sandiego
Bill Nye

... Pains(6:05)
Griffith(6:35)

VR.5

Leopards and
Hyenas

Litt1e House on
the Prairie

Baseball:
Exhibition

X-files

Wings

Dying lot a Job:
Changing the way we

Movie cont.

Star Trek: The
Next Generation

Wild West

News
MCLaughlin Group

Designing Women
Designing Women

Cops

is Mine

Baseball Toni ht
News
Manied •. .(10:35)

3ISf

House for 5 girls Furnished cloM
to EIU NO Pets 150.00 each ~
after 5PM 345-9670.

WAND-7 17

News
David (10:35)

~__,._,..,.,...,...-----.--.,o41!l

3 BR APT. on 7th St. for '95-•
and 2 3BR Houses for '95-'96.
345-3107 before 4:00 ONLY.

TWO BEDROOM HOUSE 1022,
2ND STREET. CLOSE TO CAMPUS. CALL 348-5032.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _4114

WCIA-3

Picket Fences

Student Houses for 3 to 4 p8CIJJkl
per House. 1 O mo. lease. NO
PETS. 345-3554.

-·

Avail. June/Aug. 2 BR unf. apts.
10 or 12 mo. lease. NO PETS.
Water/Trash incl. 947 4th St. 3487746.

News

Entmt. Tonight

--------~3111

Park Place II - Summer ' 95
Nicely, Furnished 3BR, ,Low
Utilities and great location. Call
348-5223.

-~~~~~~-''415

--------~511

P.M. WTW0-2
6:00 Wlleel of Fortune
6:30 Cops
7:00 Unsolved Myst.
7:30
8:00 Dateline NBC
8:30
9:00 Homicide: Lne on
9:30
10:00
10:30

Hous&11 . for 4-5 students.
Furnished. Close to EIU. No pets.
345-6621 . Leave message.

------------,..,-----3131

--------r-'1112

__________;413

Roommates needed for Fall and
Spring semester. Rooms available for summer. Ask for Lisa
348-5947.

SUMMER! SUMMER! Nice two
bedroom apartment, partly furnished. ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED. Call 348-5041, leave message.

_ _ ---,_ _ __ _ _ _511

Swim and exercise year 'round- 3
Bedroom Apartment at the Atriumonly a few left for 95-96 Yr. Call
Unique Homes 345-5022.
_ _ __:ca318-10,22-4,2!;1-31
Summer, 5 bedroom house 314
Polk, 3 bedroom house 1806 11th,
2 bedroom apartment. 348-5032.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4/14

Sublessor needed summer '95
Park Place. 1 bedrm. apt, Special
rent. 345-4868.

__________4.'10

SUMMER CAMP JOBS: Gain
practical experience working
with children and adults who are
deaf, blind or have a physical or
developmental
disability.
Residential camp located i n
Southern Illinois. Positions
begin
in
late
May.
Room/Board/Salary prov ided.
Contact: Camp Little Giant,
Touch of Nature, Mall Code
6888,
Southern
Illinois
University at Carbondale ,
Carbondale , Illinois, 62901446-2444.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/19
6888 453-1121. AA/EOE.
PU.za maker. wanteo part time,
.
414
it1l4y in P-19~]' -4-PM.,:-,. Waaled: f&mate, tnirtender, weekPe:gltai'e PlzzaY2\totY6n'Corn-;- ~;'l!~rn- pt:iy. "Must be
Charleston.
outgoing, no exp. needed. Apply
-------=---~516
within. Friendly Inn, Ashmore.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY. 3131
MENT! EARN THOUSANDS
AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRING!
THIS SUMMER IN CANNERIES,
EARN BIG $$$ + FREE WORLD
PROCESSORS,
ETC.
TRAVEL (CARIBBEAN, EUROPE,
M A L E I F E M A L E . HAWAII, ETC.) SUMMER/PERMAROOM/BOARD/TRAVEL OFTEN
NEITT, NO EXPER. NEC. GUIDE.
PROVIDED! GUIDE. GUARAN(919)929-4398 ext. E1060
TEED SUCCESS! (919)929-4398
- - -- - - - - - - - - - - ' 4 1 4
HIRING NOWll Look no further.
ext A1060.
We've got the job you've been
------------·414
looking for. Day, Eve, and weekPaJWime fann help wanted. Farm
end positions open. We offer pay
experience necessary. Call 946training, flexible hrs. $6 PER HR
4210 M-F before 5 pm.
Call now! 348-5250.
----------3/31
_ _ _ __ _ _.3 /31,413-7
C8l98I' Opp. for PT Phys. Re-hab
N ow taking appli c ations at
Aidll fQr Ile 3-11 shift and available
Charl8$ton Lumber. If you have
for weekends. Day time hrs. on
experience work i ng at Home
weekends possible. Must be organ.
Centers, Lumber yards, or hard& dependable. Exper. prefer. but
ware stores. Please apply at 202
will train the right person. Apply in
6th St. No phone calls.
person at 738 18th Street,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.413
Charleston, IL. ~OE.
Position of STUDENT BUSINESS
5/6
""
s ""
ru
'""'o""E""N'""TS=-.,..,N-=E-=E=-D=ED__,....!N,..,.a-t.,...ional
MANAGER, STUDENT PUBLICATIONS needs to be filled. Must
Parks are now hiring seasonal &
be here Summer 1995. Business
full-time. Forestry workers, park
and other related fields inquire at
rangers, firefighters, lifeguards, +
Student Publications 127 Buzzard
more. Excellent benefits + bonus581-2812 . Training will start
es I Call: 1-206-545-4804 ext.
immediately.
N57385.

Fall '95 Nice House for 3-5 girls
near
Furnished.
348-8406.
_ _EIU.
__
_ _ _ __
_51.1

cam-

Quiet neighborhood close to
pus Furnished efficiency for one
Beginning
summer
term225/month. 345-7678.

Women only- Rooms for rent.
One block from Union. $150 11
month
Utilities
included
Intersession and summer. The
house 345-5692 Pat Novak 708789-3772.

bedrm. Park Place·. Special rate.
Call 345-4363.

'611\.1

leave message.
...,.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3/31
CAMP COUNSELORS wanted
for private Michigan boys/girls
summer camps. Teach: swimming, canoeing, sailing, waterskiihg, gymnastics, riflery, archery,
tennis, golf, sports, computers,
camping, crafts, dramatics, OR
riding. Also kitchen, office, maintenance. Salary $1200 or more
plus R & B. Camp LWC/GWC,
1765 Maple, Nfld., IL 60093. 708-

CLEAN 2BR, 2 PERSON furnished apts., economical utilities,
1o & 12 mo. leases; good location. List at 1512 A Street, C21
Wood, Jim Wood, Broker.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3131

---.,.--.,=---=----=----·5/1

_,.~------~3131
Su'bl~r needed fQr Sun:i 95 3

Wanted: Dorm Room Carpet.
lmmediate~y!
Call ~5-3716.
_ _____
__ _ __:418

2 BEDROOM APT. LOCATED
ON 4TH ST. FOR THE SUMMER
CALL 348-5396.
- - - - - - - - -- 413
NOW LEASING , 1995-96
SCHOOL YEAR. Two-bedroom
furnished apartments. McArthur
Manor Apartment, 913-917
Fourth St. 345-2231 MondayFriday, 8-5.

Movie:A Force
of One

Cops

WAND-7 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16 9C

WILL-12

LIF-40

Fox-8 55

NCAA Basketballl
(4:30)

News
Wheel of Fortune

GoKcont
Sports Center

Tekwar

Save By The Bell
Instant Riches

Lawrence Welk

Movie:Daughter...

Star Trek:
Voyager

WoMd of Discovery Women and Social
Action

Basketball cont

Movie: Family
Reunion ...

Auto Racing
NASCAR

Movie: Field
of Dreams

Bullseye
NBA Basketball:

I'll FlyA'Wf

Cops
Cops

Calfornia Whites

Bix Jazz Festival
Best of Nighttime

Sweet Justice

Basketball cont

Movie cont

cont

Movie cont

76ers at Chicago

Movie: The
Heartbreak Kid

Movie cont

America's Most
Wanted

Cont.

American Cinema

cont

Sisters

Walker, Texas Ranger Marshal

Sports Center

Weird Science
Dickie's V's

Basketball cont

Movie cont

Justice Files

Tax Break '95

cont

News
Sat. Night Live

News
Current Affair

Sports Center

Movie: Trading
Places

News
Movie:

Waiting for God
Red Dwarf

Designing Women Sirnpsons
De. i Women Sim sons
Six Comics in
From the Crypt
Search of a...
From the Crypt

Calnornia Whites

Career Encounters
Movie: Kickboxer

cont

News
Highway Patrol

cont
Movie:Bartiarians

at the Gate

For Rent- I have some available,
call 345/5148 or 348/0157 for
details.
.,,...,..-.,..------..,--417
S bedroom house 3 blocks from
campus. Call 345-6357 after

6pm.

DELTA ZETA: This is it! Good
luck Sunday at Greek Sing. Get
excited and get into it!

-=------------3131

AST AIRBAND you are looking
smooth! Keep on practicing. Your
sisters are proud of you!

----------,--~3131

The Ladies of Alpha Sigma Tau
would like to wish everyone the
Best
Luck
Greek
sing.
_ _of_
_ during
___
__
3131
4 Sale. Raleigh Talon Mtn. Bike.
18 Speed. White. Great
Condition. $200 or B.O. Call
581-8074.

~------------·3131

TILL NOON TOMORROW:
Miyata 12-speed bicycle, $40;
nice, sturdy sofa; pair, contemporary chairs; single bed set;
folding aluminum cot; large
garbage containers, etc. 3452754 (Keep trying).

~---------313.1

2·10" MTX Bass Speakers in
carpeted factory box. Like new.
Must see. $300.00. 345-1384.

~-------~516

mg Bertha

War Bird Driver, 9
degree loft, Strong Shaft, Excell
Cond. $200/0.B.O. 581-2785.

~~------~3131

TAUS: Greek Sing Sounds great!
Best of Luck on Sundayl

---------=-=----,.......,-3131
Hey SIG KAPS- Greek Week is
FINALLY heral Go out and support
your sisters. The FUN has just
begun! Love, Susie and Tracy.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3131

~:=--:-:---~~,---4fl

LOST: Keys, on 2nd floor bathoffered if found. Call 345-8546 or
History Department 3310.
~~~~~~~-__,4/4

----~~--~3131

TEU-SIGMAS: Get psyched for a
Great
Founder's
Day
Celebration II

3131

=F,-N-A~L---Fo--u=R-S~P~E=c~l~A~L~S AT

or

EAST SIDE PACKAGE. ICE
HOUSE OR RED DOG 12 BOTTLES 6.49. COORS LIGHT 24
CANS 9.99. KEYSTONE ICE 12
PK 3.69. JACK DANIELS COUNTRY
COCKTAILS,
ALL
FLOVORS, 3.99. ARISTACRATE
VOCA, OR GIN 1.75 LTRS 8.99.
RESERVE YOUR KEGS EARLY
AT EAST SIDE PACKAGE RT
130 AT JACKSON AVE. 3455722.

~-------~3131

Hey NTMans- Good luck at
Greek Sing in the front row,
except for the one that got taller.

=-:-=-=-=~-----.,....-~3131

--------...,,-~--_,.3131

--------=:-:--::c:-::-:,.,.,..-=3131

The Women of SIGMA KAPPA
hope all sororities and fraternities
have fun during Greek Week!
Good Luck!

Julie Frugo of TRI-SIGMA: Thank
you for all your hard wortc and
dedication! We'll make you proud!
Love, Your Sisters.

--------~3131

--------~3131
PHI SIG AIRBAND- Our Chicago
spirit wlll show on Wednesday.
~-------~3131

--------~3131

Katrlc, Congratulations on getting lavaliered to Ramie. We're
happy for you. Love JenN &
Lauren.

JOEY'S THE SANDWICH SHOP
THAT DELIVERS FAST!! 3452466.
414
o-=E,..,LT.,...A._.,,.C_,...,H.,..I:-C~O~N"'"G=RA....,.,,,.TS,,.-ON
HOSTING THE REGIONAL
CONFERENCE IN 1996!

-=-=---------3131

WHY DID THE CHICKEN
CROSS THE ROAD? TO GET
TO JOEY'S. HE NEED NOT. WE
DELIVER 345-2466.

~------==-----"'4
Alpha
Garns: Thanks for a g,..i
time at the function. Good luck In
greek week. Dennis.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3.131

DELTS: Thanks for an awesome
weekll Can't wait until next
year- we'll get you back! TriSigma.

Alpha Phis you look beautiful! 2
MORE DAYS until Greek Sing!
Get pumped!!

=--=--==-==-==...,..,..=--=-=~3131

--,,--,.-,----,-----,~3131

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE Tight
musclesstressed
out?
Introductory $15 per session. Call
345-1190.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4119

PHI SIG greek sing, pyramids,
volleyball and AIRBAND your
doing an UMDIDDLY great job.
~~------~3/.31
Flippy and Bash ... Thanks for getting Greek Sing rolling. It's been
McFun. Your Bros.

--------~3131

ROB HEINE of SIGMA Pl... rmso excited that you are my new
dad. Can't wait for tonight. Love
your new DZ daughter,
STACEY.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _313.1

A-Phis keep tugging, singing,
dancing, moving and smilingt
Your doing great!

~--------3131

Bill Herman and Mike Rowley of
Sigma Pl. Congratulations on
finally being able to eat! Lets go
GONZOI Love your A-Phi
Tuggers.

3131

A_L_P_H_A__,S-IG_M
___
A_T.,...A,.,.U_:_G~OOD
LUCK DURING GREEK WEEK I
KNOW YOU LADIES WILL
SHINE! LOVE, PAUL

~-------~3.13.~

STACEY McDermott of DELTA
ZETA Watch out! Your Dad has
his eye on you. Love Rob.

-----~~--lWi

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3131

Calvin and Hobbes

--------~3131

fOOm in Coleman Hall. Reward

Week: .. Remember, there are no
points for second best.

~---~--~~3131

TRI-SIGMAS: Get ready to kick
off GREEK WEEK with an awesome Greek Sing Performance!!

AST PYRAMIDS Keep practicing!
You look .awesome! Love, Your
sisters.
LOST: Opal ring on 3/27. If found
call 581-6878.

------''-----~3131
Snakes... Get psyched for Greek

JENNY DEROUIN, CINDY ECK·
EATV, MICHELLE GADDINI and
JOALICE OARD of SIGMA
KAPPA: You've done a great job
as part of the Greek Week 1995
Steering Committee! We are
proud you am

PHI SIG Pyramid- remember
speek kills, Good luck next week,
See you at the top. Love Dave.

The Ladles of Sigma Sigma
Sigma would like to wish all
sororities and fraternities good
luck during GREEK WEEK!!

CD TRIPLE PLAY SPORTS
CENTER GRAND OPENING Fri
& Sat: 9-6, Sun: 12-5, 1414 6th
Street.

SIGMA KAPPA is proud to
announce the newly selected EIU
PINK PANTHERS: JILL SCHURMANN, DIEDRA BRINKMAN,
JENNIFER LAMCZVK, TRICIA
SENOIA and KELLY WIECZOREK! Good job girts!

To the lovely ladies of Sig Kap,
DZ, A-Phi, ASA. AST, Garns, Phi
Sigs, and Tri Sigs, thank you for
making the 2nd Annual SORORITY BLOWOUT a success. The
men of Kappa Delta Rho.

--------~3131

CAL~ I fl4.

__ __

ARE iOIJ

SLAMM IN<;
IIMPJ;;~....

PHI SIG$- Good Luck with Greek
week it will be fun. I'll Be there
cheering you on. Work hard and
there will Be a suprise next week.
Love Dave.

by Bill Watterson

tooR'S ?!_._

.....

IT~"T~.

Mat.\! 1 ~l>l41
l.IEAR AA'f™\NG!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3131

ATTENTION SENIORS! IT'S
NOT TOO LATE TO ORDER
PERSONALIZED GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS
AT
TOKENS. GREAT LOW PRICE
AND SHIPPED DIRECTLY TO

YOU IN SEVEN DAYS. SEE
SAMPLES AT TOKENS!
.,..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _415

Watch

me dance and I'll take off
my pants. My moves are on fire
and I'm for hire. Characters for
Hire. 348-8498.
_ _ _ca3124,31,417, 14,21,28
Skandinavisk kaffetime hver
fredag Kl. 15.30 tll 17 .00 pa
Monroe Street Cafe. Vi sees!
.---=----3/.24,4/4, 11, 18
tfave any Country CD's you want
1r> sell for cash? Will buy CD's for
$3 to $4 each. Phone 581-3860.

3131

s"",....UM
___
M__
E__
R_l_N-=T-=E--R_,...,N.....
S_,...,H.,.,,IP:-:'S

AT

LOCAL FAMILY INSURANCE
AGENCY. UP TO SIX CREDIT
HOURS AVAILABLE. CALL NOW
345-9181 .

-----,-----,-----3131

BASEBALL CARD SHOW at the
Worthington Inn. Route 16.
Saturday April1, 10-4, FREE
ADMISSION.

~---,.--.,,...,----,--3131

Allention to all interested Aerobic
instructors: There will be a workshop this Sunday, Ap'ril 2 at 8:00
in the student Rec Center. For
any questions please call 3455400.

Paige, Kristi, and Maureen... you
are doing a great job with Greek
Week. We are proud to have you
represent us! Love your DZ sisters.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3131

Lf:SUE BATTY· Happy 211tbirth·
day to our favorite April Fooll
Love the prehistoric Carman
gang.

~-------~3131

--------~3131

Stephanie ·Marsik, Congrats on
the lavalier to Jon Boy! LOVE
Your Birdy Roomates!

~-----~~~3131

MISSY
DUNBAR:
Congratulations on your lavalier
to Byron! LOVE MOM!

~--'-----~~3131

Erin and the women of PHI
Sigma Sigma, Best of Luck with
Greek Sing. You have worked
really hard and have Done a wonderful job. Love DAVE.

---~----~3131

J.L., Don't worry, thins will alway

PAIN RELIEF Call Ors. Don &
Nancy Selvidge, Chiropractic
Physicians, Charleston- 345-1190
Mattoon 235-4664.
4119
GREEK WEEK AIRBANDll
Wednesday, March 5th at 8:00
pm in McAfee Gymnasium. Get
your lickets in advance for $5 at
University Union Ticket Office or
$6 at the door. There will be a
RAFFLE the night of the event!!
,.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _414
CD TRIPLE PL.l'\Y SPORTS
CENTER GRAND OPENING Fri
& Sat: 9-6, Sun: 12-5, 1414 6th
____________.3131
Street.

Get Better. We will Vacation
soon. Love D.B.

ftHI

SIG Tuggers: You Will Do
(areat, Lets just h,ve fun out
there. A little water never hurt
anyone. Love DAVE.

~---------'3131

SIG KAP PYRAMIDS: Let's rise
to the occasion and come out
first!

-----------'3131
The women of Delta Zeta want to
wish all the Faternitles and
Sororities GOOD LUCK at Greek
Sing.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

FINAL FOUR SPECIALS AT
EAST SIDE PACKAGE . ICE
HOUSE OR RED DOG 12 BOTTLES 6.49. COORS LIGHT 24
CANS 9.99. KEYSTONE ICE 12
PK 3.69. JACK DANIELS COUNTRY COCKTAILS ALL FLAVORS, 3.99. ARISTACRATE
VOCA, OR GIN 1.75 LTRS 8.99.
RESERVE YOUR KEGS EARLY
AT EAST SIDE PACKAGE RT
130 AT JACKSON AVE. 3455722.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __c3131

ffey PHI SIG'S- Good Luck during your Greek Week activities!
Love
the Psi Class.
__________
3131

Doonesbury

~-------~3131

Todd Schuerman of Lambda Chi
Alpha: Congratulations, you're
finally done Student teaching! I
hope you don't have any plans for
the rest of the semester! Love
Stephanie.

21 Like
Schoenberg's
works
&Tore
nAnomalous
to Trick
33 Daly role
H"There!"
MRecoiled
ts Drench, with
31 Time-worn
"down"
31'Civic
ti Patron saint of
organization
Norway
• Manilow's · - n Mississippi
It Be Magic"
quartet
39 Group of turtles
ti Plenty
40Receive
t•--Bay,
41 Cook squash,
Hawaii
perhaps
ao Like Chablis
41 Ear1y tennis star
2t Butcher?
- - Hull Jacobs
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point
a 1994movie
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41 See 26-Across
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47 Afflict suddenly
Buster Crabbe
t Finance
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DOWN
t Eventful times

2 Ship's prow
3 Orthopedist?
4 Violinist Bull

1 Toilsome part of
the week
llgnomlny
7 Kind ofshirt
I Workers'

EVERYONE
NEEDS

purchase

MORE
MONEY!

arrangement, for
short
•Dissuaded
to Herr Goethe
11 Got down

Right?

tl--Alto

SO ... why not sell
your unwanted
items in
The Daily Eastem
News Classified

~.,,....-11---+--+-

13

Puzzle by Arthur S. VerdMell

30 Roofing item

it Guidance
counselor?

at "Oklahoma!"
excellence

t3 I I Trouble
nArtery
11 A good deal of
binary code
17 Tourist city near
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nLies
n ·on the Beach"
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Section!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3131

'.

aunt
M Bygone coins
a Gainsay
•Largest living
rodent
38 Auto pioneer
4t Polio pioneer
a Doris Duke, e.g.
44 Sweet drink

41 Plow horse
command
47 Flock of wild
fowl
48 Send
49 Prong
so If ever

St Radix,
botanically
12Hipabout
MNota-N Flahertr's "Man
of-HWeeksper
annum

the Collection Office, south
side of Old Main, Cashier's
entrance, on April 10, April
12, and April 18. YOU
MUST SCHEDULE YOUR
APPOINTMENT. This can
be done by contacting the
Collection office, 581-3715.
Martha Schwerman
Collection Specialist Ill
ADMISSION TO
TEACHER EDUCATION
Students must formally
apply for Admission to
Teacher Education at
meetings scheduled each
semester by the College of
Education and Professional
Studies. Application forms
are distributed at the meet-

ings, and the rules and regulations concerning admission to and the retention in
the teacher education are
explained. Students who
~ nQ1 previously applied
should attend the following
meeting to apply for this
admission
process:
Wednesday, April 5, 1995
- Buzzard Auditorium Noon to 1 p.m. Students
must be admitted to teacher education 1J2 ~
prior to their student teaching semester. The next
opportunity to apply for
Admission to Teacher Education will be during the
Summer Semester 1995.

Mary Ellen Varble
Chair, Student
Teaching Des>t.
DOUGHERTY
SCHOLARSHIP AWARD
Twenty -two $1000 Eunice
W. Dougherty Scholarship
Awards are available to
juniors in the following
departments: Accountancy
and Finance, Botany, Business Education and
Administrative Information
Systems, Chemistry, Communication Disorders and
Sciences, Computer OPerations Management, Economics, English , Foreign
languages, Geology-Geography, History, Journalism,

Management and Marketing, Mathematics, Philosophy, Physics, Political Science, Psychology, Sociology-Anthropology, SpeechCommunication, and Zoology. Students must have
cumulative grade point
averages of 3.75 or higher
based on all undergraduate
coursework and have at
least 15 s.h. of graded
coursework at Eastern .
Application blanks are
available In 202 Main or
112 Lumpkin. Eligible students must apply by April
7.
David Ebon
Chair, Dougherty
Scholarship Committee

EDGAR COUNTY
SCHOLARSHIP
Applications are now being
accepted for the Edgar
County Lord Scholarship
Award available to all students from Edgar County.
The student must be in
good academic standing
and be able to demonstrate
financial need. Applications are available in
Brainard House from
Kathy. Eligible students
must apply by April by April
21 .
Karla J. Evans
Asst. Director of
Development

OUR NEW IN-HOUSE
'BAKERY IS NOW OPEN

•Cheeaeaticka
$3.30

LOCilted at 615
Monroe
North Side of

• Cheese Only
Addition.al Toppings 50¢:

SqUitre

348-8223

How Does Fast Food
Breakfast Strike You?

Our members describe their
health plan in three words:

''

''
00

If You're Tired
of Breakfast in a Styrofoam Box
TRY WHAT'S COOKIN' NEXT TIME.
We fix it to order & even put it on a real plate.

!WHAT'S COOKIN'I

~

7

tBh~r~~:~n

Uilftllllfi!Jli' Carry~~ t~lable
CRAii OPElllG
7

C38 l?WDCPC1@:CP~t7
0[])0ill1Jl0 C3C3[;]1l@:W
1414 6th Street
Houre: Fri & Sat 9-6. Sun 12-5
• Formerly Coach Eddy'e

-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·ALL IEW lllYEllTORY
HAT5
6asketball
Uniforms

~
Reebok

-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-to
&
• Register
WIN Saucony Shoes
Charles River Warm Up Suit
This Saturday from 11 - 2
Hot Dogs & Soda • $1 00
All Proceeds go to Jr. Football Program

That's because PersonalCare's HMO offers
an important benefit other plans overlook:

personal service.

~

whether

it's our 'new member orientation or
.the prompt attention of a personal
representative you can turn to with
questions or concerns.

personal attention

is

definitely the difference. And It's why 95 % of PersonalCare's
members have rated their health plan "good" or "very good"
for three years running.
We fit your needs and your budget. with flexible. affordable

coverage and

low out-of-pocket: costs.

Contact your Insurance Representative. or for a free
brochure and provider list. call our C ustomer Service
Department at 1-800-431-121 1 or 2 17-366-1 226.

PersonalCare
510 Devonshire Drive, Ch11mp11ig11. Illinois 61820

